O&G Studio Presents New Direction at the Architectural Digest Design Show

Under the Leadership of Jonathan Glatt, Co-Founder and Creative Director
WARREN, R.I. – March 2019 – O&G Studio, the Rhode Island maker of timeless, modern American
furnishings, will present new work this spring in New York City at the Architectural Digest Design Show from
March 21-24 at Pier 94. As a first-time exhibitor, O&G Studio will exhibit within the juried MADE section,
where it will launch two new collections—the Meridian Sconce Collection and Hull Collection. Designed by
Co-Founder and Creative Director Jonathan Glatt, the new releases represent a departure from O&G’s
signature Windsor-style seating, for which the brand is best known.
With an enduring appeal that echoes the timelessness of O&G’s American furniture, the new collections
reflect the studio’s ongoing expansion into contemporary hardware, lighting and accents, which allow for the
exploration of new fabrication techniques and plays on materiality.
“We’re excited to present our work alongside other talented makers in the show’s MADE section and have
some good surprises in store. It’s a great platform for us to experiment with new categories and materials,
while expanding our reach,” said Jonathan Glatt, Co-Founder and Creative Director, O&G Studio.
In designing its booth for the fair, O&G Studio partnered with Eskayel, the Brooklyn-based textile company,
to pair its work with a newly released wallpaper motif inspired by Matisse, entitled Belize Blooms. Designed
by Eskayel’s Shanan Campanero, the lyrical petal patterns will create a playful backdrop to ground O&G’s
work, while accentuating color and scale within the display.
O&G has also collaborated with Studio Endo, a fellow Rhode Island maker, to pair its new Hull Console
Table and Atlantic Stools alongside the studio’s one-of-a-kind sculptural pendant lighting, located at Booth
M110.
New Product Releases:
Inspired by life at the ocean’s edge, the Meridian Sconce Collection combines O&G’s craftsmanship and
uncompromising attention to detail with minimal modern form, beautifully juxtaposed by organic materiality.
Sandcast in solid brass, the lighting collection launches at the AD Show with five geometric styles available to
order: Rectangle, 4.5” Round, 6.25” Round, 4.5” Square and 6.25” Square. Each design takes unique
advantage of the stunning tactile and sculptural properties inherent to the ancient method of sandcasting.
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Sophisticated and timeless, the Hull Collection pairs the studio’s signature woodwork with the introduction
of stone. Sculptural clean lines make up the foundation of the base, which is finished with a Carrara Marble
tabletop, creating a sense of balance through mixed materiality. The series launches with five variations,
including the Hull Console, Wall Console, Parabola Coffee Table, Round Coffee Table and Side Table.
Each is available to order in Maple or Ash, finished with any O&G Signature Stain color.

Visit O&G Studio at The Architectural Digest Design Show, March 21-24 at Pier 94 in NYC.
About O&G Studio
O&G Studio designs and manufactures timeless American furniture, including the most evocative collection
of modern Windsor chairs on the market. Based in Warren, R.I., the studio looks to early American designs
for inspiration and brings these traditional motifs into the 21st century, while maintaining a strong foundation
in craft and quality. Founded in 2009, O&G is currently lead by Creative Director and Co-Founder Jonathan
Glatt, who oversees a team of 20 with a growing portfolio, which includes a full range of seating, tables,
lighting, decorative accents and hardware across three distinct product lines: O&G Collection (a full range of
made-to-order home furnishings, O&G Contract (a line specifically designed for commercial and hospitality
applications) and O&G Traditional (proudly carrying on the Warren Chair Works legacy in keeping true to
original American-Windsor typology)—all American made in O&G Studio’s signature style.
www.oandgstudio.com
About the Architectural Digest Design Show
The 18th annual Architectural Digest Design Show, held from March 21–24 at Piers 92 & 94 in New York
City, showcases the best in the design and luxury market. The four-day fair features more than 400
premium brands and covers a range of categories, including: accessories, appliances, art, beds, building
products, carpets & rugs, children’s furniture, closet systems, connected home, design services, electronics,
fireplaces, flooring, furniture, hardware, lighting, metalwork & stairs, outdoor furnishings, paint, prefab
homes, safes, spas, stone & tile, tabletop, wall coverings, windows & doors, and window treatments. From
product launches to special events to panel discussions with top design leaders on a variety of topics, the
show is a must-attend for the industry’s professionals and discerning consumers. The Architectural Digest
Design Show is produced by The Mart, a Vornado Property and hosted by Architectural Digest.
www.addesignshow.com
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